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A. ORGANIZATION

1. . The symposium on issues and options for. exploiting African gas reserves, jointly
organized by United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) and International Bank
for Reconstruction- andDevelopment (lBRD) was held from 31 May to 3 June 1994 in Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia.

B. PARTICIPATION

2. The list of participants is attached as Annex I to this report.

C. OPENING OF THE MEETING

3. The symposium was formally opened by H.E. Mr. Ezzadin Ali, the Minister of Mines
and Energy of the Transitional Government of Ethiopia. The Minister on behalf of the
Government welcomed the participants and informed the meeting that Ethiopian Government
was committed to develop the natural gas resources of the country in general and, in particular,
through exploitation of the Calub Gas field with the assistance of the World Bank.

4. He further informed the meeting that, in this context, an enterprise had been created in
Calub District, with the specific task to manage the development and exploitation of the Calub
Gas Field, which will produce natural gas, gasoil, petroleum and kerosene. At the first phase
the project will cover about 10 per cent of the country's demand in these products.

5. In the second phase of the project studies will be implemented to investigate possibilities
of energy and fertilizers production. In further development of the project the following has
been foreseen: (i) construction of a gas pipeline; (ii) formulation of national petroleum pricing
policy; and (iii) strategy for environmental protection.

6. He expressed his hope that the symposium will bean appropriate forum for exchaage of
experience among the participating countries and organizations and declared the meeting opened.

7. Mr. Mpekesa Bongoy, Chief of Transport, Communications and Tourism Division of .
ECA, read a statement on behalf of Mr. Layashi Yaker, the Executive Secretary of ECA.
Welcoming participants to Addis Ababa, he noted that African natural gas reserves are presently
exploited only marginally, tIwugh the proper utilization of already available reserves of natural
galcould cover.partially or.fulfy the needs of African countries. The reasons for such a situation
are lack of expertise in·African countries and.urgent need for technical and financial support.

8. He recalled that apart from Algeria and Nigeria, the two main gas producing countries
in Africa, there are a n~mber of other smaller gas projects in African countries. WitlJ proper
financing policies and cooperation with partners in development put in place, these projects could
satisfy the needs of producing and neighbouring countries.
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9. The speaker emphasized the need for active exploration and utilization of a African
natural gas resources to support the programmes of industrialization and modernization in the
continent and in this context the experience of the countries with developed gas industries should
be acquired.

10. He further welcomed the joint initiative of ECA/IBRD, the two organizations that have
been promoting for many years the advantages of natural gas exploration and utilization in
Africa, in organizing the symposium. He also stresses the fact that transportation of natural gas
by pipeline is an important element of the Second United Nations Transport and Communications
Decade in Africa (UNTACDA II). Expressing his hope that some solutions to the existing
problems hampering the development of cooperation among African countries could be found •
in the course of the meeting, he wished success to the meeting.

D. PROCEEDINGS OF THE MEETING

11. The meeting adopted the agenda which is annexed to this report (see Annex II) and
elected Ethiopia, the host country, as the chairman of the meeting. Angola, Cameroon and
South Africa were elected as the rapporteurs.

PRESENTATIONS BY ~CA.

(i) Activities of ECA in the Fjeld of African Natural Gas Transvortatiop by Pipeline

12. The paper stresses the importance of utilization of '.atural gas for national economies.
In spite of the fact that many countries of Africa possess significant reserves of this natural
riches, huge volumes of the gas are uselessly flared in Africa. Provided necessary technical and
financial assistance is available, African countries could partially or totally meet their demand
for natural gas and export a part ofit. Environmentally-wise, introduction of gas into industries
could reduce the pollution and preserve forests.

13. One of the obstacles hampering the development of gas industry in Africa is shortage of
the means of transportation of gas from the gas fields to the consumers.

14.. Upon request of the Conference of African Ministers of Transport, Communications and
Planning held in 1993 in Cairo (Egypt) ECA implemented a study on the design of a network .
of gas pipelines in order to determine if such a pipeline will in future enable African producer
countries to market their products on the international market and, African consumer countries
to use this network to satisfy their requirements.

15. The study, completed in 1992, recommended that further investigations be made for
Trans-Sahara Gas Trunk Line System, Mozambique-Zimbabwe, Tanzania-Kenya and, Ethiopia
Gas Distribution/Utilization Systems. .

16. ECA distributed the study to most of African countries, presented the study at
international fora and, as a supplementary activity aimed at confirming the recommendations of
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the study, convened in 1992 in Ota (Nigeria) an Intergovernmental meeting of African gas
transportation experts to critically apprise its recommendations. The meeting agreed With the
recommendations of the studyexcept the one on Trans-Sahara Gas Trunk System. On the Jatter
no recommendation was adopted and the issue was left open, as the meeting took into
consideration' that at that time Nigeria, the major producer of natural gas; was fully cominitted
Wits LNG project. . "

17. With regard to the follow up of the project, the representative of the ECA Secretariat
eoipbasised the readiness ofECA to assistinterested countriesto implement the recommendations
of the study through coordination of their efforts, preparation of project documents, contacting
donors etc. He indicated, however, that the countries covered by the recommendations of the
study should express their interest and commitment to implementthe project and only then ECA
will be ready to come to their assistance.

18. In conclusion, the speaker appealed to international community in geneIai and to those
present at this symposium in particular, to join hands with ECA in order to provide necessary
tecbnical and financial'assistance to African countries interestedin further development of their
natural gas resources. .,

19. In discussions thatfollowed, the meeting recommended that follow up of the study should
be continued by ECA. ECA and the World Bank should endeavour to integrate the ECA study
with the Other latter studies on the issue and come out with an updated integrated document:

(lit Production of Bgsic Chemicals from Natural Gas in Africa

2d. The document elilpbasises the possibilities of utilization of natural gas as a raw material
for petrochemistry. It also makesaninventory of the availablegas reservesand existing facilities
fot' proeessieg inAfrica.

21. El$timates ofDldGJal gas demands in Africa, and-identification of African cOuntries with
muplus~reser:WSf"Wbich could be utilized .forproduction of basic chemicals, are made in
the document.
, '~hi: $)' '~;'i:;',';'{~ ~:~ . \';: ;,,',

22. '~' the tfoCument proposes areas andniodalities for sUbregional atld 'ri:gioll8f
c~1itthe~.' •. . .

pet>i~:d: ','," ,.

23.~\.d.mPosiUD!~ the detailed conclusions and recomlnendations of the paper..
n~t."fObUs, IiCotding to the' lneeting, should be on cooperation in tile field of
petioc~mh':indus.tJj~ using gas as f~k. . .•.. ,
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,24. Mr. Hossein Razavi, Chief of the, Oil andGaS qiv~ip~of the World ;Bank, presentedan
, overview of, the role played by thiS inStitiltion .in thedtYe~opJ;llent of oil and:gas projects,
particularly in the developing countries. fie indicatedtbat tile ,Bank lending program to the oil
and gas sector will increase and w1U be concentrated. (i) in facilitating efforts in privatization,
(b) in supportinggas as a substitUtefor'Coal and oil,' (iii) iD facilitating internatiODll1 trade gas
projects. Mr. Razavi explained the projectcycle in accor1lance to Bankprocedureand the current
trends in the Bank lending program to the oil and gas sector. He stressed the efforts made to

,jmprove the viability of gas projects in Africa and the initiative~, together with UNEOA,
to prepare this Symposiiun and to bave a meaningful follow up Jlf9gram.

I" ,....

25. In the discussion tbat fonowed after the ~~tion by the World Bank, the meeting
recomtJle!ldc'4 that all countries'should tie involved in the studies carried out by the World Bank
as well as ECA. This should be done at two levels firstly, all countries should be informed of
the studies so that they may contribute as they fill~plOpJiate. Secl>ndly,the results of the
studies should be effectively cOill,Jnunicilted to all coUntfje's.

. .:(j".

PRESENTATION OF MOZAMBIQUE: PANDE Gas Project

26. 'The Pande gas field is 10Cated onshore about 20 knlfrom the coast 800 kin northeast of
Maputo. The field was discovered by Gulf Oil in 1961. Gulf, however, subsequently
relinquished the concession.

27. The development of the gas fieldwas defined by the Government of Mozambique as a
priority. ENH, the state oil company, ~tarted in 1989 actiyeellPloration over the field. Since
then, ENH ilcquired etteosiVe seismic data over the area and !!as drilled six wells. All the wells
show that the target horizon is'g;isbearingand productive'on test. Proven reserves of gas
remaining-in-place are now estimated at some 2.4 trillion cubic feet.

28. The main pipeline ftom the,field to the: markets is ~rpated to C9st US$700 million and
ail evaluationooJ;llpleted inea,rly 1992 by the World Bank looked,at a number of different
alternatives, including USing the gas only within Mozambique and exporting it by pipeline to the
Republic of South Africa. The study concluded tbat a project involving the export of gas to the
PWV province in South Africa via a,pipeline and the transmission of gas to Maputo for use in
powet generation and locill industrY was technically feasible, economically viable and bad clear'
environmental advantages.

29;" . BNH has, 'therefore entered into an ilgfeement withCasoI to jointly promote the Pande
~ project. The' partied selecled PlilS(ietrol, an ~l'Dtina's colllplQlywith .gas.projects
development experience to be involvedip..~,~1l'iS project. The three companies are
holding discussions with experienced operators of pipe1iJies with the aim of selecting a partner
to take an equity share in and operate the traDs~onlipe, ftom Pande to t1Ie gas markets.
SASOL will purchase the gas under a take-or-pay US$8SO milliondepending on the size and t1Ie
route.

,
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30. The Government of Mozambique regards the project as a very significant one. Efforts
are being made to strengthen the Coal and Hydrocarbons Directorate in ilie Ministry of Mineral
Resources, including defining environmental standards. formulating the relevant institutional and
regulatory framework, fax and incentive systems and appropriate training ..

PRESENTATION BY SASOL (RSA~: The Role of Natural Gas on the South Africa
Energy Market

1

31. The South African primary energy market of .3,7 billion of OJ/annum is dommated by
coal to the extent where it applies about 87 per cent of the demand. The main reason for this is
the cheap (US$ I per ton) coal in South Africa. 2.8 billion GJ/attnum of coal is being converted
into secondary carriers like electricity ;>ynthetic oil, coke and gas. The highest coal consumer
is the power generation sector consuming 68 % of all coal converted into secondary energy
carriers.

32. The end use energy market of about 1,6 billion Gl/annum in South Africa is mainly being
supplied by oil (37% market share). electricity (32%) and coal (27%). A major portion of this
energy (36%) is being consumed in PWV province. It is also in PWv where SASOL established
a gas distribution network over the past 28 years. SASOL is the biggest pipeline gas supplier in
the RSA, supplying synthetic gas from Its plants to mainly industrial sector.

33. Although the RSA has limited developed natural gas resources. with the Bredasdorp basin
being the only one, reserves of Pande and Kudu exist in the Southern African region. As SASOL
is involved in viability studies on the Pandeproject, the company is of the opinion that it may
be viable to introduce natural gas into the RSA market.

i/ .

34. SASOL foresees the biggest potential for natural gas on the short to medium term to be
in the industrial sector. However, on the longer term significant marketing opportunities for
natural gas exist in the power generation and chemical feedstock sector, Taking these
opportuniti~ into acco~, ,SASOL expects a long term' market Potential for natural gas in the
RSA to be·~'ifie'.viCini~;Qr:~30 tnillion OJ/annum. This if. however thefunction of factors like:

Drowthih electricity consumption in the RSA;
:>\""

RSA economical growth

i.

. .

"liAvailability'melectricitv from Cahorra Basa in Mozambique to South Afrtcan
;' markets; i'·,·· .

: Ji:
Commissioning of plants like AECI ammonia plant, Pherlaborwa magnetic
~UCti~iplant, Saldanha reduction plant.

, ...-

35. . The burR~ tippticesi of natural gas 'Will be forced teo lower levelsn.ylow COlIf'c~1 and ,j

its ability to CQ..te,~l1y taking into accountthat the major portion of the potential gas
market (88 %) i~ currentlysupphed b-y coal. . .

(),.q ,;(·i·,.'r'j' ,'I" q>.,~"1<. ·~-UC..nt :,," ..... ' '.,: .
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36. Although the introduction of natura I gas into the RSA markets.mav be viable there are some
factors which need cateful evaluationb all possible stakeholders in a future natural gas industry:.. .

Low burnertippricestorgas:

Long transmission lint 5 which implies large capital investments;

LImited base load'oppormnuies:

High conversion costs:

Regulating framework

No inherited assets;

Organized labour.

; .;

37, Durjngthe .debates that followed t.M two presentatior», the meeting, arjived at the following·
conclusions ana recommendations: .

It was recognized that 10, successfu(iiqplementation of a.natural gas project all·,"
relevant parties need to he included, like govemmentscneld licence holders,"
possible pipeline constructors and operators, major donor.; labour unions and
investors, includmg muin-lateral agencies.

The cost compentivenes> of natural gas w<ll be affected bv many factors in the
development of the South African economy

PRESENTATION BY TANZANIA:

38. Mr. Salvator Ntomola, Manager.! the fam:allla l'~tro,eum Devek-pment Corporation,
presented the main features of this Proiecr and the progress achieved so far mjts implementation.
The field was discovered iii 1974 'and has proven reserves cr dry gas estimat-d at I TeF (Trillion
Cubic Feet). After several studies, the LNG export option as well as tTh-' nitrogen fertilizers
utilization option has been eliminated, '10\'1 the best use lor me Sor;t,go·)ongo gas currently
considered is the generation ofelectric'tl"~9-Jp~U~iW,rud ., -. ' .".,..

39. The Government of Tanzania ;till~ jdennfied .a (anildian GIOU~ including Ocelot
Internanonal and Transcanada Pipelines 'Ltd. for developin; 3 project which comprises: (I) a gas
field gathering/processing facilities. (ii~plpeline transmtsaon system from me Songo-Songo
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Islandto Dar-es-Salaam. and (iii) a 60MWnewgas turbine for e1ect:ricity generation in this town
plus the ps,. supply to the existing 40MW power plant and other users. The total Project cost is
estimated to beapproximately US$ 200 million.

40. The financing plan includes an IDA soft loan ofUSS 12Smillion, an equitycontribution
by the investors of US$ 50, million and co-financiers contributiOns for USS 2S million. In
addition, to mitiga(e the foreign exchange convertibility risk, the World Bank is ready to make
available US$ 50 inillion more to be used on contingency basis in case of foreign exchange

.: 1JD8vailability to fulfil the investors repayments. -. '" u

-'. I,'
.'. ,-,

,~ENTATION BY OCELOT INTERNATIONAL

41. Mr. DoDald MacPbail, Vice President of Ocelot International, explained its company
activities in,Africa and the reasons for its involvement in the Songo-Songo Project. Mr.
MacPbailpointed out that from the teeblucal, economic, enVironmental and other perspectives
the project is a good one and shou1d be implemented. To do so, in additionto the expertiseand
capital of.foreign investors, this kind of projects requires the support of multilatetalfinancial
institutions to mitigate the political and credit risks.

42. The business concepts for the Songo-Songo project are being worlce(l out and the legal
dqcllments 81'e being drafted; The financial mecbanjqm is agreed lind the WQfld Ban will start
the pre-~.mission in late June 1994. The financial closure is t81'geted for early.l99S and
the start-up for mid-I997. '.'

43. Themeeting supported the persistence of nrmmianGov~in pursuing an app.iOpliate
development for the Songo-Songo resource and the way the Curreilt project is being CODduc:ted.
The Symposium also supported the current approach of the World Bank to financing of natural
gas projects.
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dedicated to the reduction of.tjsk& (t.e.. technical and commercial) and to the search of an ad-hoc
private investor. .~ . '. .. . ......'

""I ' ".

PRESENTATION BY EQUATORIAL GUINEA: Ib.ec.Alba Field and the Use of Gas~
EQuatorial Guinea .

-»

46; Mr. Miguel Abia, Director General for Mines and Hydrocarbons, explained thepotential
utilizations for the natural gas currently flared during the oil production operations of the Alba
field. This field is located in offshore Bioko Island about 17 miles to Punta Europa where the
separation plant is located. Out of its 2 producing wells, this field has been delivering 65QO
bbl/day of condensates and 90 MMCF/day of natural gas ..

47.. The plans ,forusing the gas from the Alba field include: (i) the generation of electricity,
(ii) thedrying of cocoa.. (iii) the extraction of LPG for local use and exports, and (iv) the
reinjection of excedents to the reservoir, . .

PRESENTATION BY MOROCCO: Gas Pro!ij)ec~

48. Mr. Mostapha Nasseh from the Societe'Nationale des Produits Petroliers; explained his
country plans to make use of gas that will becomeavailable with the construction of the
TransMed line from the Maghreb to Spain. Taking into account the progress achieved in the
implementation of this Pipeline Project. expected to. be in service from end 1995, Morocco is
considering as a prime option the use of combined cycles to generate power as well as other
industrial applications to use natural gao;

49. Mr. Nasseh indicated that his country is preparing the regulatory .taxationand·priCmg
policy to beused and has created, as a Joint venture between the Societe Nationale des Produits
Petroliers and ENAGAS - Spain, a specific company for the promotion and development of the
gas industry and utilization.

PRESENTATION BY EGYPT: ~'eiQllment of Gas Production in Egyl!t

50. Mr. Mahmoud A. Elneweby from the Gas Division of the Egyptian Petroleum'
Corporation, presented the main reasons behind the rapid growth of the natural gas production'
and use in his country. The growth of gas production, linked to an increasing use of gas in the'
power sector, and of the reserves, now sufficient to cope with the more optimistic demand
projections, was explained as a result of changes in the gas concession conditions and in the price
formula mcludedin the sales agreements. The contribution of gas in the pnmary energy balance
of Egyptnow represents 28.3% and is expected to further increase. Reserves estimated has been .'

n~Iy.(Joubled r~hing 21 TCF. . ~>~r.'." ' ..
. ~ ',.. '

.. '.' .

PREsENTATION BY NIGERIA: lh. Escrayos Gas PrQicct - Njgena
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.51. Mr. A. Aiyegbusi, Head of the Planning Department .of Napims, Nigerian National
Petroleum Corporation (NNPC), explained the characteristics of this-psoiects and,i~lImain

objectives. Nigeria has gas reserves estimated over 106 TCF, including large amounts of
associated gas produced jpin.t!y with crude oil, most of it being flared. The Escravos Project is
the'fttst serious attempt to reduce this undesirable flaring and to increase the gas sales to local
and foreign markets.

..
52. The Escravos project is being conducted as a jointventure between NNPC and Chevron
which currently exploit the okim and Mefa fields in the Escravos area and will act as-Project
coordinator and executor. The wet gas from these offshore fields will be gathered from the
tIam~~,l\Ild separated in an onshore plant into dry gas, LPG and condensates. The eigineering
pl\l!Se'ls coinpleted to 60% and~,the procurement and construction phase has beenstartedr-The
capital cost is nearly US$ 500 million to be financed by a loan package and equity contributions.

54. To increase the gas market for the project an extension of-the Escravos - Lagos pipeline
system is being considered upto Ghana, crossing Benin and Togo. This West Africa Pipeline
Project will suppie.ment the local market mainly dependenton the electricity generation use,

. , .

55. Mr, A. Aiyegbusi in his presentation indicated the limited risks associated with the
project, ,the"J~olicy measures introduced by his Government, in particnlar the tH incentives
included in the Associated Gas Framework Agreement and the importance attached to the
reduction of flaring and its negative impact on global and local environment.

PRESENTATION BY CHEVRON: Risk Analysis/Mana~nt',

56. From an Operator Perspective, Mr. Chris Knaus, from the InternationalGas Coordination
and Development office of Chevron Corporation presented an Analysis of Risks encountered in
Gas Projects. From the outset of his presentation, Mr. Knaus pointed out tbat companies like
Chevron regularly accep.tllOd. wanage "Technical" risks, that "Commercial" risks is usually taken
based on an analysis of the market: price and volumes and that investments in projects will flow
to cqHntries where,"Political~ .1isks.were minimized.

57. There is a systematic approach in Decision Risk Analysis currently used by the large
companies. In addition, because, financing is required in large projects, .the financier's
requirements should form the standard for risk evaluation. The main criteria considered by the
financic;J;S"are: (i) the economic viability of the project (cash flow), eli) the operating experience
and whei<l,withal of the sponsors, and (iii) the perceived political risk. Mr. Knaus explained the
key role played.by the multinlltional financial institutions and the critical importance of open
communications in the preparation and execution of large energy projects.,_. - .

PRESEN:rATION~a! ETHIOPIA: t~!dlGas ~yelopmentProject "
,
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58. Mr. Jihad Abakoyas, General Manager of the Calub Gas Share Company presented a
communication on the Calub gas development project: .

, ' . ~,. ," Hi'

59. While exploration effort art;' to continue, the Government of Ethiopia, througbctedits
from IDA has decided to embark on the development of Calub Gas field." ,

60. The Calub Gas field, with a resource estimation of 68 BCM and which contains an
appreciable amount of gas condensate, is a significant fossil fuel resource that the country has
decided to develop and utilize.

61. In the last five years or so activities including drilling of 9 exploration and pro<;luction
wells, evaluation of the reserves and conducting feasibility studies, all of which have been carried
out with positive results.

62. The Small Scale CaIub Gas Development Project which is chosen as the best option from
technical, economic and market consideration aims at extracting 66 thousand tons per year of

.petroleum liquid products including LPG, gasoline, diesel fuel and kerosene. '

63. A Calub Gas Share Company has been established under the Commercial Code of
Ethiopia with 65 per cent share belonging to the Government and 35 per cent share to be
purchased by the private sector. the Company's main areas of activity will be to run the gas
processing plant and sell the products at factory gate to the private sectors who are in the down
stream activities. While developing the Calub gas field for eventual operations scale on small
scale basis, a large-scale Calub gas development programme will also be in place after the
required studies and project preparations are completed.

PRESENTATION BY AGIP: Italian Experience

64. Mr. Angelo D'Ambrosio, the ENI GrouP. Africa, Middle East Regional Director
presented a paper entitled, "Promoting the gas market through regulating measures".

65.;' " &~ed on the Ital~ experience, he stressed the im~~ce of gas as a fact~r ofeco~o~c
and social growth. The speaker further detailed the regulations needed to boost the gas market,
particularly on pricing, consumer protection, involvement of municipalities in gas distribution
activities, involvement of consumers, transparency, control on dominant position and taxation.

66. Regarding the policy framework, he said that the common interest warrants the adoption
of tile measures needed at the appropriate level to achieve the following objectives: . a
contribution from energy to improve the competitiveness of the economy, the security of supply
and a high degree of environmental protection. 'I

PRESBNTATION BY R,WANDA: I aM Kivu

67. The representative of Rwanda; Mr. EmlliaJluetRWirangir informed the meeting of~
prospects of the gas resources of the Lake Kivu.
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68. The reserves of the methane gas, dissolved in the depths of the lake, are estimated at 57
billion cubic meters. ,It belongs equally to Rwanda and zaire. the two countries have
implemented studies, which identified viable projects to be implemented for further development
of the gas resources of the lake. The following projects have been presently considered' for
implementation:

(i) Energysupply of the cement plants of Mashyuza and Katana;

(ii) Production of nitrogen fertilizers;

(iii) Five-fold increase of the current capacity of Cap Rubona station to supply the
Gisenyi Brewery.

69. Implementation of these projects requires significant investments and the present financial
situation of the two countries - co-owners will not allow realization of the projects without
external assistance.

70. In view of the continuous energy crisis in the region, in particular, in Rwanda, a project
for .productionof electricity from methane gas is presently being formulated. In order to utilize
efficiently the methane gas reserves of the Lake Kivu, Rwanda and zaire created a joint society,
(SOCIGAZ) which is assigned with the task of coordinating the exploitation of the lake's gas
reserves. The two countries are fully committed to efficiently exploit the gas deposits of the lake
and to attract donors and international private investors for implementation of the projects .

.-', .- '

PRESENTATION BY THE WORLD BANK: Gas Infrastructure Group Leader made a
communication on t'Ie World Bank and
the Gas Industry in Africa

71. Mr. Eric Daffern, the representative of the World Bank noted that more than a, third of
~frjcan countries have gas, or have, access to gas. Development of this gas hasbeen
exceptionally slow, both because of the inherent difficulties and because of national polices.

, ,

72. If countries ale, willing to adapt their policies .to recognize the needs of investors, much
of this gas ':'IIl be developed. The World Bank, NORAD and others have been giving strong
support in the formative stages, and are willing, to provide large sums of money for the
development stage if the overall project makes good economic and commercial sense. This
includes 'the currency convertibility scheme for those countries putting sufficient emphasis on
economic reform.

73, In collaboration with UNECA, the World Bank proposes to follow up on the unexploited
gas reserves to see what can be made commercial, and to see if the host government is keen to
see them developed. There will be problems, but frequently these can be solved,
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74. .Also in collaboration with UNECA the World Bank intends to playa greater role in
conferences, workshops and seminars such as this, to increase the awareness of gas issues, and
help Africa prepare itself so that these schemes can be developed.

Innoyative financinl:

75. The World Hank has developed a financing scheme for import substitution projects such
as Songo Songo, where the underlying pricing policies and contracts are closely linked to foreign
exchange.

76. Under this scheme the World Hank and other donors 'lend about 75 per cent of project
cost to the host country, on soft money terms. The host country relends this money to the
implementing agency s a dollar loan atdollar interest rates. Repayment by the implementing
agency is in local currency, converted at the prevailing rate of exchange, over a period related
\0 the life of the project..

77. The private investor puts in about 25 per cent of project cost as equity. Based on this
equity the implementing company pays dividends, calculated in foreign exchange but payable in .
local currency. The investor uses the local foreign exchange markets to convert into his own
currency.

78. The World Bank grants a continent loan to the host country to be used to guarantee
currency convertibility, This is additional to the loan referred to above. The contingent loan
will be managed by an independent trustee, who has an irrevocable withdrawal authorization
from the government, to draw down on the contingent 103Jl, ft-l currency convertibility purposes.
The independent trustee could he the world Bank's Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency
(M,IGA)-: If this is the case, MIGA will also offer political risk insurance to cover expropriation,
war and civil commotion, and additional convertibility cover.l

79. The above system is based on two key factors (i) that the gas supply contracts and power
supply contracts are denominated in foreign exchange, and (ii) that the foreign exchange markets
are normally adequate for investor needs and that all is needed is reassurance and reinforcement.

PRESENTATION BY CONGO

8Q. Mme. A. Moundele-Ngollo, Representative of the Congo, informed the meeting that the
Congo has sufficient gas reserves, which are not exploited yet. These reserves were recently re
evaluated from 71 to 64 billion cubic meters. The gas deposits were discovered in 1957 in
Pointe-Indienne. In 1980 and in 1981 Agip and Elf discovered other deposits of gas and after
that a GAZCONGO societyhas been created by Hydrocongo (35%) and Elf and Agip (65%)
shared equally between the two companies) to study the possibility of gas valorization. This had
to be abandoned because the cost of production of gas appeared to be too high,i.e. US$5,3 for
MM BTU off-shore and US$3.0 for MM BTU on-shore plus US$O.72 transportation cost.
Additionally, the gas reserves were not sufficient.
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81. The new project of the Government is to supply an ammonia/urea plant for the production
of 1,000 tons/day of ammonia and 1,720 tons/day urea. The potential markets for these products
are USA, Western Europe, Latin America (Brazil and Chile) and Africa. the annual increase
in demand for these products is projected 4 per cent till the year 2001.

82. The estimated investments for this project are US$400 million and the annual cost of
exploitation>- US$31. 7 million. The cost of development of the Litchendjili gas field,is
estimated between US$181 and 256 million and the cost of exploitation - betweenUS$101p1d
15 million, depending on the choice of options: depletion or recycling. With the price of gas
US$2 for MM BTU the internal rate of return of the project is 11.5 per cent. In a longer term,
a unite for production of methanol and the production of electricity could be planned. .

PRESENTATION BY ARGENTINA

83. Mr. Alberto Moons, Vice-President of PLUSPETROL S.A. presented a paper "Natural
'Gas in Argentina: A driving force for 'economic development and regional integration".

84. Argentina is a gas prone country. Proven gas reserves reach 19 TCF, covering a pertod
of 22 years consumption (0.8 TCF per year). After first gas pipeline was constructed in 1949
(1,600 km) today the pipeline transmission system has the total length of 22,300 kms.

85. The experience of Argentina proves that the offer of gas creates a demand. In future the
potential markets of neighbouring countries will add to the Argentine market.

. 86. With 40per cent'contribution of gas to energy generationin Argentina, it largely exceeds
the average of 15 major gas consuming countries, where in 1993 this average was 22 per cent.
In 1980 gas generated 20 per cent of energy in Argentina.

.... Gas sales growth: 1965-1970
1970-1980
1980-1990
1990-1993

8.2%
7.3%
6.7%
12%

. Gas consumption: Industrial 38%
Power generation 32%
Domestic 27 %
Transport 3% (250,000 vehicles)

. ,
87. During the last three years, Argentina experienced radical economic transformation. Oil
and gassectot was deregulated, demonopolized and State oil and gas companies privatized. A
competitive environment was'created in the hydrocarbons exploration and in transportation and

. distribution of gas.
~ .,-; '~ :.,-;:;~>,;., ,

88. . A NatUral Gas Regulatory Entity has been created. Brazil, Bolivia, Chile, Paraguay,
UruguayandArgennnawill in future be integrated.i» a common gas tnaCket.

',,.,

,-. ;

,';'. , .~ ,

' .. ",
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'" 89. .Gas industry has a high potential; but it.isessential for governments to create favourable
eonditions for private investments. ,c, ; ;

PRESENTATION BY THE ADDIS ABABA UNIVERSITY
. ".

9(L Mr. Antonio Russo from the Department of Geology and Geophysics at Addis Ababa
University presented a communication on the geochemical approach to the origin and evaluation
of the oil and gas potential of Ethiopia with particular reference to the Ogaden Basin.

.. ;',

91. The speaker said that the search for oil and gas fields isa complex and money consuming
operation, and therefore any new method which can help us to reach the goal should be
appreciated.· One of such methods is a geochemical one and is based on the evaluation ofthe
maturation of organic matter in potentially source rocks.

92. He further said that the history of oil search in the Ogaden Basin counts many decades
but still there are no reliable results. The Addis Ababa University have tried to apply the
geochemical approach for the first time to the evaluation of the petroleum potential of'.the
Ogaden basin.

PRESENTATION BY ANGOLA
>.•• ~

93. Mr. Syanga Abilio, Director General of SONANGOL P&P, a subsidiary of SONANGOL
for Exploration and Production, presented the Angolan caseen natural gas issue with operating

, companies.

94. It was recognize by most of the African countries that there is not a consistent
regulation/legislation on natural gas since that the main objective of the oil companies is the
exploration and production of oil.

95. It is becoming important for African countries to start looking really for how to regulate
this issue since many gas fields are discovered in Africa and same important projects are taking
place.

96. In Angola, the legislation stipulate that:

1. The associates fora given operating area are entitled to use, free of cost, in. the
petroleum operation,s associated gas produced in the contract area;

2. The associates may use, free of cost, jointly owned non-associated gas produced
in the contract area for petroleum operaCiOOs, provided there are reasonably more
economical alternatives-for domestic -.or, ~xport .• use for the non-associated; gas.
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Countries recognize that they are competing for place in international market.

Countries recognize the importance of offering attractive packages which concentrate on
investors requirements.

The attitude of international oil companies to gas is changing. It is now seen as a necessary
element in strategic plan.

There has beena change in attitudes of oil companies and multi-lateral and bi-lateral funding
agencies to Africa. There is a growing determination to make natural gas projects in Africa
work.

Political risk is mitigated by structuring projects so that all parties benefit if the project
continues operating. This has been accomplished in gas and electricity projects in many multi-
national projects where there has been significant political instability_ '

Where thedevelopment of localnaturalgasmarketrelieson households switching awayfrom
, wood fuel this process may need support, most'probably from additional government initiative.

, The on-going importance of fuel wood issues in natural gas market development was
recognized.

•1 (b) "Ihemeeting made the following recommendations:

I. TECHNICAL

African countries shouldrecognize the benefits of application of naturalgas resources for
their ecoeomies and themselves shouldinitiate the process of exploration and utilization of these
resources.. '

The CNG option for motor vehicles may need attention for a number of large urban
centres with natural gas supplies.

The household market is worth investigating. Technology developments for gas powered
air conditioners are relevant.

The support of electric power companies should be sought when promoting nr.turaI gas
projects.

Mostgovemments use taxes on hydrocarbons to raise revenues. Some of these countries
use a differential in taxes to achieve specific objectives in managing their economies. If this is
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the case the governments should send a clear signal of the stability of these objectives so that
energy consumers can plan their operations effectively.

III. FINANCIAL .: ..

Legislation for gas exploration and development should be formulated to attract investors;

The risk coverage mechanism provided by the World Bank for the Songo-Songo project
, should be established for African natural gas projects as required and effectively promoted for
. potential projects;

For future meetings such as this symposium there should be effective participation of
private financiers;

IV. TRAINING

The use of local expertise should always be included in the terms of reference in
commissioning international consultants with the explicit objectives of effective transfer of
expertise and information in both directions.

V. COOPERATION
"',

Countries wishing to develop their natural gas resources should ascertain exactly what
they have to gain before taking concrete actions. Multi-lateral agencies such as ECA and the
World Bank can help with this;

The World Bank and ECA should compile an inventory of all natural gas projects and
studies as a resource;

ECA and the World Bank should work in cooperation with concerned African countries
towards the promotion of african gas industries through human resources development, capacity
building, etc in the gas sector.

As the development of gas industry could benefit all African countries both consumers
and producers, subregional and regional cooperation in exploiting natural gas reserves should be
encouraged and international organizations should play a lead role in this process.

The World Bank is further urged to draft a natural gas contract model that will be
proposed to different African countries for inclusion in their mining laws or contracts.

A mechanism should be established to coordinate activities of ECA and the World Bank
on natural gas development issues in Africa, especially to deal with cooperation in regional and
subregional projects.
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The operating committee must consider these factors before deciding to dedicate
non-associated gas for use in petroleum operations.

r

3.

4.

Any surplus natural gas after it has been utilized in the petroleum operations may
be used by SONANGOL for internal consumption, free of costs, at the separation
in the case of associated gas or in the.reservoir in the case of non-associated gas.
If a surplus still remains, either associate may submit a definitive proposal to the
operations committee for the development of an export-oriented gas utilization
project.

If no .agreement is reached between association within 12 months from the date
when the submission of definitive proposal was made to the operating committee,
or within a longer period of time that may have been agreed upon by the
associates, SONANGOL may then develop the discovery, on its own account and
at its sole risk. The gas must be placed at its disposal free of cost at the
deportation in the case of associated gas or in the case of non-associated gas.

GeneraJ discussion

After the presentation of the different papers prepared by the ECA, the World Bank and
the representatives of Governments and the gas industry, the meeting considered many issues
aimed at creating an enabling environment for the exploitation of African natural gas.

It was recognized that initiatives such as (i) environmental impact assessment study of
the project; (ii) the revision of the existing legislation on the hydrocarbons exploration licenses
to include specific incentives for natural gas projects (pricing, safety, production sharing ....);
and (iii) the continuation of exploratory works to increase availability of reserves could result in
attracting foreign investors in this high risk sector.

The meeting agreed on some important recommendations for future action for the
promotion of the exploitation of African natural gas which are incorporated in this report.

E. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE MEETING

(a) The meeting arrived at the following CQ1IclusjoDs:

Natural gas projects could be used as an example for successful private investment
projects in africa.

Natural gas can be used for development of small rural centres.

Export prospects for natural gas and associated product such as ammonia are not currently
worth considering the competition in the Gulf.




